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Friendly Reminder’s:
Do not overload the washing
machines not only do your
clothes not get as clean but you

can

break the washer.  We have
recently had this happen to more
than 1 washer.  Not only is this an
expense for us, but an
inconvenience for you to be
without a washer.
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VALENTINE’S IDEAS!!!!

Make a book about why you love
your spouse and why you are
thankful for him/her. The woman
who sent this idea wrote, “He loved
it! Said it was the best gift he has
ever gotten. And it helped me to
focus on the things I love about my
husband and not his
shortcomings.”

Take your sweetie on a scavenger
hunt. Ask him/her to answer
riddles to find the clues to items
that you placed somewhere around
town. The last item should give
instructions that lead to your
Valentine’s Day activities.

Give your wife a dozen roses. On
each stem attach a note for a
future date—to do something that
she would enjoy. (For example,
“Go to the symphony.”)

“Twenty years from
now, you will be more

disappointed by the things
that you didn’t do than by the
ones that you did do. So throw

off the bowlines. Sail away from
safe harbor. Catch the trade
winds in your sails. Explore.

Dream. Discover.” -Mark
Twain

Mark Twain

Early
Bird Contest

Every month every one paying their
rent before the 1st of the month.  Their
name will be placed in a hat.  We will
draw one name and that person will
receive $25.00 off their next months
RENT!  The Winner for January is
N-1.  Take $25.00 off  February's

rent!!!

A SPECIAL NOTE:  We recently
conducted a fire safety inspection.
We found that we had missing smoke
detectors, missing carbon monoxide
detectors  or devices  had no batteries.
The wires cut on the hard wired
smoke detector in the hallway. CUT
THE WIRES?

I am shocked this is vital equipment to
the health and safety of all our

residents.  It is
your
responsibility to
check your
equipment once
a month and
replace the
batteries and if

they are not working to report it to
office.  If we again find our equipment
missing or damaged or not working
you will be charged.  Not only is this
irresponsible it is  against the LAW!

CHILI COOK OFF!!
February 22 at 6:00 pm

Is your chili the best there is?
Bring your pot of chili and

our judge will decide!  There
will be prizes.  The chili will
be judged on the following:

Color -- Does the chili look
appetizing? Does it look bright and
colorful or dull and bland? Aroma

-- Does it smell good? Does the
aroma make you want to dig in?

Consistency -- How is the meat-to-
sauce ratio? It shouldn't be runny,

mushy or overly thick. Taste --
How is the flavor? Do the

ingredients blend well, or is one too
overpowering? Does the first bite

make you want another one?
Aftertaste -- Once you swallow, is

there a spicy taste ("bite") that
stays on your tongue? Is it

pleasant?

I will have
drinks and
cornbread

and a green
salad.  Please

RSVP by
February

16th at the
leasing office.


